Block Detection / Signaling Starter Package
This package includes 3 Trak-DT's (item 365) and one
12VPS (item 369), 12 volt DC regulated power supply.
Drawings are included for basic two and three aspect
signaling as well as the individual basic wiring
instructions for each component. Other examples of
operation are included. For more drawings utilizing our
signaling family of components, please reference our
Model Railroaders Wiring Guide of which the most
pertinent pages are included.

Individual item instruction pages shown:

12VPS
12 VOLT / 0.5 Amp
REGULATED POWER SUPPLY

The 12VPS requires a nominal 16 volts AC input power
which can be obtained from many different power
transformers or from our wall power transformer item
690. One 12VPS is capable of powering more than 12
Trak-DT's or similar items in our Trak-DT family of
detectors. As seen on the 12VPS instruction page
(shown to the right), a wide range of input voltages are
acceptable as input to the 12VPS. We always suggest
utilizing a power transformer that is not powering the
trains to avoid the possibility of noise (high voltage) from
kicking back from the operation of the trains into the
12VPS and possibly damaging the electronics it's
powering.

# 369

Heatsink - gets warm during normal
operation. DO NOT allow the
heatsink to come in contact with
any other electrical wire or metal. It
does connect to the "-" of the DC
output power. Allow for adequate
ventillation.
If the heatsink becomes super hot
you probably have a short or
overload connected to the output
power. Turn the power off and
recheck your connections.

#6 mounting
screw hole

#6 mounting
screw hole

OUTPUT POWER
+ Regulated
12 volts DC. Make sure
that the "+" goes to the "+" and the
- "-" to the "-". Damage can occur to

INPUT POWER
14 to 20 Volts AC
(16 vAC typical)
0.75 Amps
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the devices if improperly connected!
install wires by stripping insulation back
3/16", place wire in hole, run screw down to
clamp in position.

TRAK-DT

1

activation section

P
A
G
P
A
G

GAP - cut rail leaving an air gap or use plastic / fibre insulators.

sect 'B'

sect 'A'

+
12VDC
–
fixed
15-20
VAC
power

For more in depth wiring please reference our Model Railroaders Wiring Guide.

pwr(–)
N/C
C
N/O

a dozen or so
Trak-DT type
detectors can
be operated
from one
12VPS
regulator.

install stranded wires by stripping insulation back
3/16", place wire in hole, run screw down to
clamp in position. Make sure wires do not short
to adjacent terminals.

The EXPANSION CONNECTOR is designed to take the expansion board #555.
By connecting the expansion board you double the number of contacts available
for block occupancy indications. One example of this is when three aspect signals
and power routing is desired using one TRAK-DT. If an LED indicator is desired:
connect the anode to the "+", connect the cathode to a 1k resistor, then connect
the other end of the resistor to the "-" of the expansion connector. When
connecting multiple TRAK-DT's with LED panel mount indicators, you may find it
easier to connect all of the LED anodes to the "+" of the 12VPS thus requiring
only one wire connecting from the resistor to the TRAK-DT. This will slightly
reduce the total number of devices that the 12VPS can power. Current
consumption is additive. Each Trak-DT consumes approximately 2 milliamps at
idle, 40 milliamps activated.

pwr(+)
N/C
C
N/O

12VPS #369

- NORMALLY OPEN - connects to the COMMON ("C") when current is
flowing to the SIGNALED SECTION
C
- COMMON - meaning it connects to either the NORMALLY CLOSED or
NORMALLY OPEN, depending on the TRAK-DT being activated or
not.
N/C - NORMALLY CLOSED - connects to the COMMON ("C") when current is
not flowing to the SIGNALED SECTION
DC input power must come from a regulated 12 volt DC power source, any other
input can damage the TRAK-DT. You MUST connect the "+" and "-" terminals
correctly. It is best advised to do your connections before applying any power to
either your track or accessories.

Red LED
expansion
indicates
connector activation

N/O

Sensor Input:
pass wire
THROUGH
HOLE (do not
strip insulation)

track
power

#365

Mounting standoff,
use #6 wood
screw. 3/unit

The TRAK-DT is equipped with a Double Pole Double
Throw (DPDT) relay capable of carrying 5 amperes of
current on each pole. One pole is located with the "+" DC
input power strip, the other is with the "-" DC input power strip.

GENERAL SIGNALING
& AUTOMATION INFORMATION
In order to do any type of signalling or automation on a model railroad it is necessary to have some understanding of how
and why signals function on the real railroads. The why of railroad signals is a vast area, well beyond the scope of this
discussion. How railroad signals operate is of more concern as we attempt to create an accurate model.
The initial problem in any signal system is to know the location of all trains. To know the location of a train requires an
ability to detect the presence of a train as it moves along the track. The railroads accomplish this detection by means of
track circuits utilizing batteries and insulated rail joints. The train completes the battery circuit by electrically bridging
across the rails thereby activating a relay. The relay contacts then become the input to the system stating that this section
of track is occupied. What the system does with this information is wholly dependent upon the operating rules of the
railroad and how these rules are to be displayed by the signals themselves. As an oversimplification we can state that the
signals located at either end of the involved track section should be RED when the track is occupied so that an
approaching train should not enter the track section.
There are several ways to provide detection on model railroad track. If a third rail (center, outside or as overhead wire) is
being used for propulsion power the solution is very simple. If both of the running rails (propulsion ground) are electrically
isolated from each other, then any metal wheel and axle set can complete a low voltage circuit across the rails to activate
a relay just as is done by the battery circuits on the real railroads. The relay then becomes the initial input for the signal
system. In a two rail system both rails are needed to provide for propulsion power and detection becomes a more complex
matter. One method of detection is to monitor propulsion power to the track and assume that if current is flowing in a given
area of track there must be something occupying that track section. Detecting current flow can be done in several ways,
however there are some shortcomings. Power must be on and detection only happens if something draws current. A piece
of rolling stock with plastic wheels would not be detected. Generally this is not a major problem as in most cases the track
block can be longer than a train and a lighted car or some other current draw can be on the rear of a train allowing for
detection of the entire train. Detection can also be done magnetically using reed switches which respond to magnets in
rolling stock or locomotives. Again, the difficulty is that only equipment with magnets can be detected. As with current flow,
if the signal block is longer than a train and all locomotives and rear of train cars are magnet equipped, the problem is
minimized. Another method of detection would be optical utilizing light sensing devices that respond either to removal of
or a reduction in intensity of light. This type of detection is independent of track power but for best results should not be
influenced by variations of existing (ambient) light levels. The OPTO-DT manufactured by DALLEE ELECTRONICS is an
optical device which uses an infra-red line of sight beam for detection. When the beam is interrupted a relay is activated.
Most model railroad signal systems seem to be based on detecting current flow, primarily in series with track power.
Examples of this are the original NMRA circuits, twin-t per Lynn Westcott or the various schemes that measure the voltage
drop across diodes. There are two flaws in all of the series arrangements. First, power for propulsion is being used by the
detection circuit and is therefore not available to run trains. This loss of propulsion power to the detection circuits may not
be of significant amounts to be of concern. Secondly, however the detection circuit itself must be able to withstand the
current levels resulting from a short circuit on the track. In larger gauges or in situations where double heading of steam
locomotives or multiple unit diesels are involved the current levels could be high.
The TRAK-DT family of detection devices manufactured by DALLEE ELECTRONICS are designed to sense the flow of
current but unlike the various series devices the TRAK-DT is electrically isolated from track power. It will function as if it is
in series with track power but is completely unaffected by a short circuit other than to sense that current is being drawn.
This electrical isolation is accomplished by having one wire to the track section physically pass through a hole in the
detection coil of the TRAK-DT. When current is flowing in this wire the electronic circuitry will activate the relay of the
TRAK-DT which then becomes the input information for all signal applications.
Numbers of TRAK-DT devices together with the available variations of the basic TRAK-DT can be combined with other
input information such as turnout positions to develop complex signal systems and / or automation functions.
To obtain signal memory without using the Keep-A-Live unit, you can utilize the Trak-DTRL instead of the Trak-DT. The
SET and RESET inputs would have two wires passing through them, one from the existing block and the other from the
next block.

Using dual color LED's is shown in the Wiring Guide.
Don't forget, the output from the 12VPS goes to each Trak-DT in order to properly power them. This is merely a "daisy
chain" of the 12 volts regulated DC to each Trak-DT.
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GAP 1

3 rail operation

When signal is RED, power on RIGHT RAIL
(CENTER RAIL for 3 rail operation) is routed via
ballast lamp. Therefore the locomotive stops
while current continues to flow holding the
TRAK-DT "IN" for correct block occupancy.

GAP 1 to GAP 2 - kill section, minimum distance of 1
full engine length.

GAP 1

2 rail operation

for use with DALLEE Electronics
components and wiring diagrams.

BASIC SIGNAL LOCATION CONCEPTS

GAP 2

GAP 2

GAP-B

direction of travel

GAP-B

GAP-B

GAP - air space between rails, a plastic insulator may be used.

At GAP-B (beginning of next block) detection circuit changes signal to
RED.

GAP 2 to GAP-B minimum distance of 1 full engine length (this has to be
long enough to prevent the engine from coasting through a "stop
signal".

direction of travel

TWO ASPECT SIGNALS & AUTOMATION
In a two speed signal system there are only two aspects to deal with. If the block ahead is occupied, the signal is RED
and the train should stop. With the block ahead clear, the signal is GREEN and the train can proceed. It is possible to do
both signals and automation with the relay contacts available on the DALLEE ELECTRONICS TRAK-DT (Item 365).
Each signal block must have a TRAK-DT for detection and at least one rail electrically insulated for the full length of the
block. The wire that feeds electrical power to the insulated rail is passed through the detection coil of the TRAK-DT. When
a train (locomotive, lighted car or anything that draws electrical current) is getting its power from the insulated rail the
TRAK-DT will activate its (double pole double throw) relay contacts. Each block will also need an insulated rail section
where power can be disconnected so that a train can be stopped if the signal is RED. As a convenience it is a simple
matter to provide detection on the left rail and power selection on the right rail.
The beginning point of detection in a signal block should be at least one locomotive length past the actual signal location
and the stopping area for automation should begin a full locomotive length prior to the signal. The actual dimension of a
locomotive length will depend on operating practice. Key dimensions are the length of your longest steam locomotive and
tender combination and/or the length of multiple unit diesel sets.
In operation, as a train goes past the signal and is detected, the signal turns RED and the stopping area of track prior to
the signal should have no power so that an approaching train will stop. It is not possible to merely shut off the power to
this track section as we must maintain continuous current flow so the TRAK-DT devices will function properly. Track power
is connected to the normally closed terminal of one contact set and to the running area of the block. The common terminal
connects to the stopping section of rail. A ballast lamp is connected between the open and closed terminals of this contact
set so that when the relay is activated the lamp is in series with the stopping section. If a KEEP-A-LIVE (Item 588) device
is installed on the throttle, then a capacitor (0.1 mfd or larger non-polarized) can be used instead of the ballast lamp.
Power for the signals comes in to the common terminal of the other contact set of the relay. The normally open terminal is
connected to the RED indicator and the normally closed terminal is connected to the GREEN indicator. When the train is
detected the relay on the TRAK-DT is activated. One contact set switches signal power to the RED indication and the
other contact set connects the ballast lamp in series with track power going to the stop section of rail. The ballast lamp will
shunt power so that a locomotive in stop section will not run but current flow is maintained. With KEEP-A-LIVE devices
installed, the capacitor will block the DC track power from reaching the stop section so a locomotive will not run. The
KEEP-A-LIVE signal will pass through the capacitor to the stop section providing the maintenance of current flow. When
the block is cleared the relay on the TRAK-DT relaxes switching signal power to the GREEN indicator and full track power
back to the stop section of rail.
While the above discussion has been based on two rail DC applications the two speed automation is also possible with
AC or with three rail layouts running either AC or DC. All sequence reversing (E-UNITS) devices on the locomotives must
be locked or disconnected so the locomotive will run only in one direction. In a three rail system it is necessary to gap both
of the outside "ground" rails. Again the rail gaps should be located one engine length beyond the signal location. Power
selection is then made on the center rail with its gaps cut prior to the signal location. DC should be wired with the "plus" on
the center rail and "minus" to the two outside rails. AC should always be wired so that transformer "hot" is on the center
rail and base post "ground" connects to the two outside rails.
The one exception to the choice of detecting on the "ground" rails is if LIONEL track switches are employed on the
automated loop. These switches use the "ground" rails to provide non-derailing features and for the light bulbs. If LIONEL
switches are in use then detection should be done on the center rail and power selection done on the "ground" rails. In
this circumstance the power for the switch lamps must come from the fixed voltage plugs so that the lamps are isolated
from the center rail.

The following pages cover basic operation with just signals to that of full automation. Complexity grows when opting for
east / west operations along with multiple locomotives used in one train. For multiple locomotives, it is necessary for the
lead locomotive to enter the stop section for the signal. Then the rest of the locomotives must also have their power
removed, hece the necessity for the second detector. This detector basically makes the stop block grow to a longer block
covering all of the locomotives in the consist.
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All TRAK-DT's need to be connected to the 12VPS "+" and "-" accordingly for proper operating power.

BLOCK #2

TWO ASPECT SIGNALS for East / West automation
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BLOCK #0
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STOP #1
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G

AP

SENSE #2
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TWO ASPECT SIGNALS with stop block for automation
SENSE #1
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G
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AP

SENSE #3
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G
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G
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AP

direction of travel
SENSE #4

STOP #4 P
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A
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Ballast Lamp
Assy. (#538)

G

Ballast Lamp
Assy. (#538)

Signal Lamp Power

Ballast Lamp
Assy. (#538)

TRAK-DT
(#365)

If only 2 aspect signaling is
desired, only connect the left
side of the Trak-DT's relay
contacts leaving the STOP
section connected to the
BLOCK.

Ballast Lamp
Assy. (#538)

TRAK-DT
(#365)

throttle "HOT"

throttle "COMMON"

Block #4

TRAK-DT
(#365)

Block #3

(track power / cab output)

All TRAK-DT's need to be connected to the 12VPS "+" and "—" accordingly for proper operating power.

THROTTLE

Block #2

TRAK-DT
(#365)

Block #1

GAP - air space between rails, a plastic insulator may be used.
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THREE ASPECT SIGNALS & AUTOMATION
Stated in simple terms, THREE ASPECT SIGNALS say that if the block ahead is occupied the signal is RED and you must
stop. If there is one clear block ahead, the signal is YELLOW allowing a reduced speed. Normally this YELLOW or
restricted aspect includes the order---prepare to stop at the next signal (it is probably RED if there is only one clear block
ahead). With two or more clear blocks ahead the signal is GREEN allowing normal speed.
A single signal head displaying all three aspects provides a simple method of speed limiting. By combining several
aspects, usually through the use of multiple heads, information other than speed can be displayed. This is frequently done
at junctions (interlocks) where the HOME SIGNAL is indicating both speed and routing. How extensive the variations of
these multiple aspects are is dependent upon the operating rules of each individual railroad.
THREE ASPECT SIGNALS are easily modeled using DALLEE ELECTRONICS TRAK-DT devices. Each signal block
must have a TRAK-DT for detection and at least one rail electrically insulated for the full length of the block. The wire that
feeds electrical power to the insulated rail is passed through the detection coil of the TRAK-DT. When a train (locomotive,
lighted car or anything that draws electrical current) is getting its power from the insulated rail the TRAK-DT will activate its
(double pole double throw) relay contacts. These two sets of contacts are then used to illuminate the appropriates signal
aspect. When the relay is activated one contact set is used to illuminate the RED aspect. This same contact set can, at
the same time, be used to illuminate occupancy indicators on a control or display panel if the indicators are the same type
of lamp or LED as the signals. If the relay is not activated (block clear) the signal can be either YELLOW or GREEN
depending upon the situation at the next ahead block. The second contact set of the relay of the next ahead TRAK-DT is
used to illuminate the YELLOW or GREEN aspect as appropriate.
Circuitry for the signal aspects is interconnected between the contact sets of the relays. Signal illumination power inputs at
the common terminal of the first contact set. The RED aspect is connected to the normally open terminal of this set. When
the relay activates, signal power goes to the RED indicator. With the relay relaxed, signal power is switched to the
normally closed terminal of this contact set which is connected to the common terminal of the second contact set of the
next ahead TRAK-DT relay. If the next ahead relay is activated (one clear block) signal power goes to the normally open
terminal of the second contact set and therefore to the YELLOW indicator. If the next ahead relay is relaxed (two or more
clear blocks) signal power switches to the normally closed terminal of the second contact set and thus to the GREEN
indicator. If signals are desired in both directions on a single track, this can be accomplished with only one TRAK-DT per
block, however two additional sets of relay contacts are required. Two sets of contacts operate the signals in one direction
and two sets of contacts operate the other direction.DALLEE ELECTRONICS product Item 555 RELAY BOARD is a
double pole double throw relay mounted on a circuit board with a jumper connector allowing it to be operated with the
TRAK-DT. This converts each TRAK-DT into a four pole double throw relay to accommodate both signal directions.
Full automation with THREE ASPECT SIGNALS can also be accomplished with DALLEE ELECTRONICS TRAK-DT
devices if ballast lamps or KEEP-A-LIVE devices, two throttles and additional relay contacts are used. THREE ASPECT
SIGNALS requires two contact sets of the TRAK-DT and matching automation also requires two contact sets. The RELAY
BOARD provides the correct number of contact sets to accomplish both the signal and speed requirements. The ballast
lamps or KEEP-A-LIVE will maintain continuous current flow when a train is stopped for a RED signal. One throttle is used
for approach speed (YELLOW signal) and the second throttle provides normal running speed (GREEN signal). The extra
relay contacts connect either throttle, KEEP-A-LIVE or the ballast lamp to the track as required.
In order to provide more realistic operation there are several suggestions to be given consideration. First, since there can
be several trains connected to each throttle at any given time it is suggested that the throttles be of voltage regulated
design so that as the load is changed by more or less trains, the output voltage, and therefore speed, remains constant. A
second consideration involves the placement of the insulating rail gaps which define signal sections and the stop area for
the RED signal aspect. Past experience suggests that the beginning point of detection in a signal block should be at least
one locomotive length past the actual signal location and the stopping area for automation should begin a full locomotive
length prior to the signal. The actual dimension of a locomotive length will depend on operating practice. Key dimensions
are the length of your longest steam locomotive and tender combination and / or the length of multiple unit diesel sets.
It is possible to automate two trains following each other on one track loop, with three aspect signaling, using only five
signal blocks but it is suggested that a minimum of six blocks be employed and that each block be as long as the longest
train. Additional trains should have two additional blocks each for appearance although an absolute minimum could be
one block per train plus four blocks for running. The current carrying capacity of the throttles is probably the major limiting
factor in this automation.
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THREE ASPECT SIGNALS & AUTOMATION continued
Station stops can also be included in this automation as long as the stop section is located wholly within one signal block
and the stop does not interrupt current flow to the TRAK-DT devices. Station stops are done with a TRAK-DTT and
associated ballast lamp. When the TRAK-DTT senses current flow its relay switches track power off at the stop location
and simultaneously switches power to illuminate a ballast lamp to maintain continuous current flow in both the TRAK-DTT
and the TRAK-DT for this signal block. Visually, operation is much more realistic if the trains are slowed to approach
speed prior to a stop and are also connected to the approach speed throttle when starting out after a stop.
On the NEBRASKA CENTRAL, an HO layout in Omaha, NE, built by DUNHAM STUDIOS, three speed automation
involving 16 signal blocks was employed. In those cases where station stops were provided the stops were set at or near
the center of a signal block. The TRAK-DT for the block ahead of the stop block was wired so that only the approach
speed throttle could feed power to the stop block. Regardless of the condition of this next ahead block, every train had to
use approach speed coming into the station stop and when departing the station. Full running speed could not happen
until the first signal past the station provided this signal was GREEN.
Another example of an actual installation involves a station stop on the passenger perimeter track of the CITIBANK
STATION display built by DUNHAM STUDIOS. A TRAK-DTT provided the station stop and an additional TRAK-DTT was
employed as a timer to hold speeds at the approach level during the stop sequence. A TRAK-DTL was also used to set up
a sequential arrangement whereby every other train stopped at the station. Today it would use the newer TRAK-DTRL.
We also have a large presence on many other layouts by other installers and groups. To view one that has all kinds of
automation, including the Dallee MO-1 (momentum control unit) visit Union Station in Kansas City Missouri
(www.unionstation.org).
There are unlimited possibilities as to how these variations can be handled using different combinations of DALLEE
ELECTRONICS TRAK-DT and related devices.
AC operator :
While the above discussion has been based on two rail DC applications the three speed automation is also possible with
AC or with three rail layouts running either AC or DC. All sequence reversing (E-UNITS) devices on the locomotives, for
best operation, must be locked or disconnected so the locomotive will run only in one direction. As an alternative to locking
the reversing units, you could elect to use a seperate low voltage tap. One lead of the low voltage would be connected to
the N/O contact on each TRAK-DT instead of the ballast lamp. The other lead (common) would be connected to the
"throttle COMMON". This way a low "holding" voltage will be applied to the STOP section (this has to be low enough that
the train does not run / coast through a RED signal). In a three rail system it is necessary to gap both of the outside
"ground" rails. Again the rail gaps should be located one engine length beyond the signal location. Power selection is then
made on the center rail with its gaps cut prior to the signal location. DC should be wired with the "plus" on the center rail
and "minus" to the two outside rails. AC should always be wired so that transformer "hot" is on the center rail and base
post "ground" connects to the two outside rails. The one exception to the choice of detecting on the "ground" rails is if
LIONEL track switches are employed on the automated loop. These switches use the "ground" rails to provide
non-derailing features and for the light bulbs. If LIONEL switches are in use then detection should be done on the center
rail and power selection done on the "ground" rails. In this circumstance the power for the switch lamps must come from
the fixed voltage plugs so that the lamps are isolated from the center rail.

Targets: When using target type signals, wiring is the same as single signal heads as shown except you need to wire as
follows. First, the center lamp is always on (assuming the signal is not approach illuminated). The Green signal is then
obtained by wiring the top and bottom lights together and connected as a single green lamp. The Yellow would be the
opposite angled lamps and the Red would be the opposite horizontal lamps.
Don't forget, the output from the 12VPS goes to each Trak-DT in order to properly power them. This is merely a "daisy
chain" of the 12 volts regulated DC to each Trak-DT.
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All TRAK-DT's need to be connected to the 12VPS "+" and "—" accordingly for
proper operating power.
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THREE ASPECT SIGNALS with stop block for automation
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All TRAK-DT's need to be connected to the 12VPS "+" and "—" accordingly for proper
operating power.
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